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Services Directory
Direct dial prefix: (303) 497-

NCAR Operator: (303) 497-1000

General Information
SCD Consulting Office
Visitor/User Information
Project & User Number Assignment
Computing Resource Applications

Remote Access Information
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US Telecom (Telenet)
RJE Password Assignment

Operational Information
Computer Operations
Machine Room
Graphics Operations
Tape Librarian - '/inch and MSS
Graphics Software Distribution
Documentation Orders/Output Mailing

Contact

Consultant on Duty
Frieda Garcia
Rosemary Mitchell
John Adams

Bill Ragin
Marla Meehl
Rosemary Mitchell

Bob Niffenegger
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Andy Robertson
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Mary Buck
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29
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Consulting Office Schedule

Consulting Office hours are 08:30-11:30 and 13:00-16:00 daily (Mountain Time Zone), Monday
through Friday (except holidays). You can reach the consultants by calling (303) 497-1278.
You can also send electronic mail TO CONSULT1 on the IBM 4381 (IO) front-end computer.

Schedule of Computer Unavailability

Check the SCD Daily Bulletin for up-to-date information on equipment status. All computers
may be down from 07:00 until 08:30 daily for Systems Checkout. In addition, computers will
be down for Preventive Maintenance as follows:

CRAY,C1 Computer: 06:00-08:00, Monday and Wednesday
CRAY,CX Computer: 06:00-09:00, Tuesday and Thursday

IBM 4381 (IO) Front-end Computer: 07:00-08:30, as needed

The Record is published monthly by the Scientific Computing Division of the National Center
for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) in Boulder, Colorado. NCAR is operated by the University
Corporation for Atmospheric Research (UCAR) and is sponsored by the National Science
Foundation. Reference to a company or product name does not imply approval or recommen-
dation of that company or product to the exclusion of others.

Robert Nicol, Editor
Sandy McCullough, Editorial Assistant

Betty Thompson and Karen Hack, SCDUG Minutes
JoAn Knudson, Computer Resources Allocated
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Cover Graphic

The graph on the cover of this issue was produced by Tim Harris as part of the article on
CFT77 timing results by Tim and Michael Pernice in this issue. It is a plot of the time
required to perform vector operations as functions of vector lengths on the CRAY,CX com-
puter. The upper curve plots the execution time for the vector dyad V+-V+V, or
A(I)=B(I)+C(I). The lower curve plots the execution time for the vector triad V+--V*V+V, or
A (I)-B(I) *C(I)+D(I).

Note the jagged nature of the plots for vector lengths greater than 64, which is due to section
access conflicts in a batch environment on the CRAY,CX computer. The straight lines that
are fitted to the curves can be used to measure execution rates and overhead incurred in set-
ting up the vection operations.

To generate the data for the graph, Tim measured execution times for loops run on a dedi-
cated machine. He fitted the data using STATLIB routines, and then calculated the plot
points in a FORTRAN routine. Tim used the EZMIXY routine from the AUTOGRAPH suite in
the NCAR Graphics Package to plot the graph.
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SCD Director's Column

by Bill Buzbee

NCAR Users Demonstrate High Performance Efficiency

You may have noticed that the CRAY X-MP hardware monitor was not available to users
recently for a couple of five-day periods because SCD reserved it for internal use. With the
help of Tom Engel (Senior Cray Site Analyst), we used the hardware monitor on the CRAY,CX
computer to collect performance data. The data collected over the two five-day periods were
generated by all the jobs that were encountered during those intervals. Those measurements
show that our X-MP averages 200 million floating-point operations per second (mflops) while
processing the NCAR job stream (50 mflops on each of the 4 processors). Relatively few super-
computer centers have made such measurements and, to my knowledge, none have reported
average workload performance levels that are as high as those at NCAR. This reflects the care
and skill that you, our users, apply in using supercomputers. Keep up the good work!

Record Highlights

SCD personnel are continually looking for ways to improve the NCAR computing facility, and
this issue of The Record shows some of the results of their efforts. For example:

* The Consulting Office Open House: As noted in the article by Frieda Garcia, the SCD
Consulting Office is hosting a get-together for NCAR computer users. I encourage you to
attend and meet our consulting staff.

* The CFT77 Compiler: Our August issue announced the availability of this new compiler;
as evidenced in this month's article by Tim Harris and Michael Pernice, the code it gen-
erates may be substantially more efficient than that produced by older compilers.
Because of the longer time required to compile code with CFT77, you may want to make
greater use of binary files. Check the August issue or contact our consultants for more
information.

* Telenet Services: Recent changes in equipment produced some problems. As described in
the article by Marla Meehl, a number of actions are being taken to restore and exceed
the previous level of service.

* The MSCP Upgrade: The Mass Storage Control Processor (MSCP) has become heavily
loaded as demands on the Mass Storage System have grown. The upgrade discussed in
the article by Gene Harano substantially increases the capability of the MSCP.

* TCP/IP Gateway Software Design: As detailed in the SCDUG minutes, user-coordinated
plans are now in place for implementation of software on our TCP/IP gateway comput-
ers.

* The New FITPACK Library: Richard Valent describes the new version of the FITPACK
software now available for your use.

* Other Significant Developments: These include the final shutdown of the TBM and the
upgrade to the IBM communications controller.

The Record
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With a Little Help from Our Users

As we work to improve the NCAR computing facility, suggestions and feedback from users are
by far our most valuable sources of information. The project completion reports from users at
our university sites are helping us improve service to remote sites. Users at NCAR are
encouraged to participate in the SCD User Group chaired by Ray Bovet. And users are always
welcome to call or stop by with suggestions.

Dr. Bill Buzbee is the Director of the Scientific Computing Division.

Lynne Andrade: New SCD Consultant

by Robert Nicol

Lynne Andrade is the newest addition to
the full-time staff of the SCD Consulting
Office. Lynne is already familiar to many
NCAR computer users because of her past
work as a student assistant in the User Ser-
vices Consulting Group. She began working
at NCAR in June of 1985, so she has had
extensive experience in dealing with
NCAR's computing systems and in helping
users find their way through the complexi-
ties of our supercomputing environment.

As a full-time consultant, Lynne's special .
area of interest is helping the new NCAR
computer user. She is playing a primary
role in the development of new user orienta-
tion procedures, including material for a
New User Packet. She also spoke at the .

recent NCAR Summer Supercomputing
Institute on "Using the IBM 4381 Front-end
Computer" to help those new users get
started with their computing work.

Lynne is now completing her final semester of study for a Bachelor's degree at the University of
Colorado in Boulder. Her major field is Mathematics with an emphasis in Computer Science.
Her computer science curriculum has included a thorough grounding in all phases of the
software development process, as well as programming experience in FORTRAN, Pascal, C and
LISP.

The combination of her experience in the NCAR computing environment and her technical edu-
cational background has made Lynne a strong addition to the staff of the SCD Consulting
Office. Lynne's work involves increased contact with the user community, so old hands will
have the opportunity to congratulate her on her promotion, while new NCAR users can antici-
pate getting to know SCD's newest consultant.

Robert Nicol is the Editor of The Record.
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SCD Consulting Office Open House Scheduled

by Frieda Garcia

The SCD Consulting Office has scheduled an "Open House" for all NCAR computer users on

Tuesday, October 27, 1987 from 2:00 p.m. through 5:00 p.m. (MDT). Important Note: In

order to allow users to meet with all the SCD consultants, consulting service hours will end at

3:00 p.m. on October 27, rather than at 4:00 p.m. as normally scheduled. The Consulting

Office is located in Room 17 in the first basement of the Mesa Laboratory. This invitation is

an opportunity for you to meet the SCD Consulting staff, view our new office, and learn about

our enhanced services.

Over the past year the SCD Consulting Office has undergone substantial changes:

* Room 17 was completely remodeled to provide a centralized area for consulting support.

New furniture (terminal tables and work tables) and new equipment (IBM and Macintosh

PCs and color graphics terminals) is now available to users in the office and in the nearby
User Area.

* SCD created a new User Support Specialist position to provide a central point of contact

for NCAR users. The specialist also provides support for public terminals assists visitors

with such issues as work space and lockers.

* The Consulting Office resumed walk-in consulting service for local users and visitors.

* User Services began maintaining copies of all SCD user documentation in the Consulting

Office for distribution to walk-in users.

These changes to the Consulting Office are part of User Services' strategy to enhance services

and support for you, the NCAR computer user. Please accept our invitation to the Open
House: come and visit the new SCD Consulting Office on October 27.

Frieda Garcia, SCD's User Support Specialist, is a staff member in the User Services Section.

Upgrade to Mass Storage Control Processor

by Gene Harano

NCAR's Mass Storage System (MSS) is controlled by an IBM 4381 computer called the Mass
Storage Control Processor (MSCP) (not to be confused with the IBM 4381 (IO) front-end com-
puter). On August 22, SCD staff and IBM representatives installed an upgrade on the MSCP
that substantially increases the processing power for handling MSS tasks.

During the past year, the load on the MSCP has grown steadily as user demand for MSS
resources has increased. Several other factors have also contributed to this load, including:

* The addition of the disk farm. The on-line storage component of the MSS provides faster
access to frequently-used data; however, the MSCP must handle the chores involved in
monitoring the disks and scrubbing unwanted data.

The Record
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* The implementation of automatic data migration. The staff of the Mass Storage Group
created software to migrate data between the disk farm and the IBM 3480 magnetic tape
cartridges that provide off-line storage on the MSS. In order to make this process tran-
sparent to the user, the MSCP was given the task of moving MSS files back and forth
automatically.

* The connection between the MSCP and the NCAR Local Network (NLN). Unlike the old
TBM system, the files on the MSS can be accessed directly by any computer on the NLN
because the MSCP has been connected as a node to NCAR's high-speed internal network.
Although the software for NLN file transfers has not yet been released for public use, it
will be another factor in the load on the MSCP.

SCD Systems programmer Gene Harano checks the MSCP
while IBM Customer Engineer Debbie Miner looks on.

In order to ensure that the power of the control processor keeps pace with the demands on the
MSS, SCD decided to upgrade the MSCP before the lack of resources impacted the response to
user requests. The upgrade included several hardware enhancements:

* Central processing unit (CPU) power increased by 70%.

* The amount of main memory expanded from 16 to 24 megabytes (a 50% increase).

* The number of 3-megabyte data transfer channels increased from 4 to 9.

The MSS is a critical element in NCAR's supercomputing environment. The upgrade to the
MSCP is part of SCD's strategy to provide our users with the best possible service and equip-
ment.

Gene Harano is a programmer in the Systems Section of SCD.
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The 1987 NCAR Summer Supercomputing Institute (NSSI) included 25 students and 6 professors from universities
around the country. Here SCD Director Bill Buzbee addresses NSSI attendees.

NSSI Director Dick Sato (SCD Advanced Methods Section) helps an attendee with her computing tasks.
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TBM Shut Down for the Last Time

by Robert Nicol

Editor's Note: This text includes information from a short article by SCD Data Support Section

Manager Roy Jenne that appeared in the August 27 issue of NCAR's Staff Notes.

The Ampex TeraBit Memory (TBM) system, which served as NCAR's large-scale data storage
system for more than a decade, was taken off-line and disconnected permanently on August 27.

The TBM was installed at NCAR in 1975 to provide additional data storage capacity. At that
time, NCAR's supercomputer was a Control Data Corporation 7600 that could hold about ten

billion bits of information on its magnetic disks. The original TBM configuration of four tape
drives provided ten times that amount of storage on-line and many more billion bits of off-line

data storage.

The storage medium for the TBM system was unique: two-inch magnetic video tape of the

same type used in professional broadcasting. The system required special drives and included
custom SCD software for transferring data to and from the tapes. Ampex built only five of

these systems for customers with unusually large data storage needs, like the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).

Until it was shut down, NCAR's TBM
system was the last one in operation.
(NOAA unplugged their TBM system in
1985.) The SCD Operations staff
obtained parts from each of the other :,::..:....,......

four systems as they were disconnected i :

and added them to their collection of
TBM spares, which Operations Manager
Gary Jensen called the TBM "junk .

farm." The junk farm was an unfor-
tunate necessity, because Ampex discon-
tinued the manufacture of critical TBM
parts such as magnetic tape heads; in
addition, the heavily-used tape drives
contained many moving parts and thus Trumpeter Dave Fulker plays "Taps" for a not-
required frequent maintenance. so-solemn crowd of former TBM users and SCD staf.

At its peak, the NCAR TBM system included 8 dual drives that held 16 tapes with an on-line
capacity equivalent to 640 '/2-inch tapes (at 6250 bits per inch). However, the appetite of
NCAR users for data was so great that as many as 215 tape mounts were required each day.
Each tape weighed about 18 pounds, so mounting a tape was not a trivial process for the
operators. As maintenance problems became more frequent and the system became more
unwieldy, user programs began waiting longer and longer for data.

In 1986, SCD moved stored data from the TBM to the new Mass Storage System (MSS), which
uses IBM 3480 cartridges for off-line storage and a disk farm for on-line storage. However, the
TBM still had one final task left to perform: the transfer of satellite data from NOAA's TBM
tapes to the MSS. This collection of data had been stranded on TBM tapes that no one could
read when the NOAA system went down in 1985. Because the data format on the NOAA
tapes was different than that on the NCAR TBM tapes, the SCD Systems staff developed

The Record
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software to read the NOAA-formatted tapes on the NCAR tape drives. Between October 1986

and June 1987, the SCD Data Support staff moved 10.6 trillion bits of data to the MSS, where

it is now accessible in standard IBM 3480 format.

The TBM played a large role in scientific computing at NCAR, so it didn't seem appropriate to
simply disconnect the equipment and cart it out of the Machine Room. On August 27, SCD

hosted a short ceremony for the final shutdown of the TBM. Systems Section Manager Bernie
O'Lear gave a short oration, and Dave Fulker, formerly with SCD and now heading the UCAR

UNIDATA Project, played "Taps" on his trumpet as the TBM was turned off for the last time.
Attendees received pieces of TBM tape as souvenirs, and then the entire group repaired to the

NCAR cafeteria for a short wake held in honor of the TBM. Although no teary eyes were in
evidence (probably because NCAR users are much happier using the new MSS), more than one
glass was raised to toast the TBM, with hopes that it may rest in peace permanently.

Robert Nicol is the Editor of The Record.

Performance of CFT77 on Vector Loops

by Tim Harris and Michael Pernice

Last month's issue of The Record contained an article on the newly-released CFT77 (CRAY
FORTRAN 77) compiler. As promised in that article, we have compiled the results from a
preliminary investigation of the new compiler. This article contains information about CFT77
performance on a set of simple vector loops and a comparison with the performance of CFT
1.15. The results presented below show a marked increase in execution rates and a decrease in
set-up times using CFT77.

Conditions of the Study

This study focused upon compiler performance on small vector kernels. These kernels, though
not necessarily typical of the NCAR job mix, provide some insight into speedups one can
expect on highly vectorized codes. To consistently characterize vector performance, we looked
to parameters defined by Roger Hockney (R.W. Hockney and C.R. Jesshope, Parallel Comput-
ers, 1981).

Hockney uses parameters Ro and N,a to evaluate supercomputer performance. R., typically
referred to as the asymptotic performance rate, measures the vector performance rate with an

infinitely long vector length (in other words, vector performance when the initial loop overhead
is negligible). N,, the vector half-length, is the length of vector needed to assure that loop set-
up time is less than half the total vector processing time.

N, can also be interpreted as the length of vector needed to achieve at least half the asymp-
totic performance rate. The vector half-length is useful for characterizing loop overhead while
taking into account subsequent execution rates. The asymptotic performance rate, on the
other hand, describes maximum achievable performance once the loop has been set up. In tan-
dem the two parameters provide a generic evaluation criterion of vector performance, applica-
ble across a wide spectrum of vector architectures.

The Record
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To obtain the parameters, we measured the execution times of each vector loop for several

values of vector length on a dedicated machine. We then performed a least-squares linear fit of

the data (see Figure 1). From Hockney, we know the reciprocal of the slope is R , and the Y

intercept times R, is N,. The subsequent results are shown in Tables 1, 2 and 3.

Figure 1
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Study Results

Table 1 shows an increase of 5-25% in Ro , with only one exception. The harmonic means of
these values that appear at the bottom of the table show the average execution rate of all the
vector kernels. With highly-vectorized code containing such loops, one might expect a speedup
of approximately 14%. Table 2 shows the significant decrease in the loop set-up time under
CFT77. Thus one can expect the first element of a vector operation to be calculated more
quickly with the new compiler. Perhaps the most significant results appear in Table 3, where
N, under CFT77 has decreased quite substantially. This reduction indicates that the increased
execution rates from CFT77 can be achieved with short vectors, so codes with short vectors
will result in an even more significant improvement in performance than that attributable to
the Roo increase alone. For example, with a vector length of 28 the loop V=V*S should run at
around 52 million floating-point operations per second (mflops) under CFT77 and at a rate of
around 28 mflops under CFT 1.15.
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Table 1

Rt: Asymptotic Performance Rate (in mfiops)

Loop Type

V=V+V:
V =V *V
V=V+S:
V=V*S:
V=V+S*V:
V=V*V+S:
V =V* V+V:
V=S*V+S*V:
V =V*V+V*V:
Harmonic Mean:

Ratio:
CFT77 CFT1.15 CFT77/CFT 1.15

94.1
95.3

104.9
104.9
190.5
192.8
123.3
156.6
150.7
125.4

81.7
81.7
85.5
85.6

176.8
167.2
127.4
143.0
136.2
110.2

1.15
1.17
1.23
1.23
1.08
1.15
0.97
1.09
1.11
1.14

Table 2

To: Loop Setup Time (in microseconds)

Loop Type

V=V+V:
V =V *V
V=V+S:
V=V*S:
V=V+S*V:
V=V*V+S:
V =*V+V:
V=S*V+S*V:
V =V *V =V *V

Ratio:
CFT77 CFT1.15 CFT77/CFT 1.15

26.8
31.2
26.4
26.5
16.2
20.5
17.5
9.5

12.7

54.0
55.5
66.9
68.7
38.9
39.3
42.0
25.4
23.9

0.50
0.56
0.39
0.39
0.41
0.52
0.42
0.37
0.53

Table 3

N,: Vector Half Length (in numbers of vector elements)

Loop Type

V=V+V:
V =V *V:
V V+S :
V=V*S:
V=V+S*V
V=V*V+S:
V=V*V+V:
V=S*V+S*V:
V=V * V+V*V:

Ratio:
CFT77 CFT1.15 CFT77/CFT 1.15

25
30
27
28
31
39
22
15
19

44
45
57
58
69
66
53
36
32

0.57
0.67
0.47
0.48
0.45
0.59
0.41
0.42
0.59
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Please note that the rates listed in the tables are the results of running in a dedicated machine
environment. In a batch environment one would expect to see a performance degradation of

10-20%, attributable to memory access conflicts with the other processors in the CRAY,CX
computer. However, the relative performance of the two compilers should remain virtually the
same. We had included CFT 1.16 in the study, but the results were so similar to those of CFT
1.15 that we did not include them here.

Another noteworthy result is the additional compilation time that is attributable to the new
compiler. With these short test codes, not necessarily typical of NCAR programs, we observed
that compilation times increased by a factor of 6-8. However, we have also seen that perfor-
mance on compact vector operations is significantly improved, in both peak rates and over-
head. Expected performance on the typical NCAR job mix is still unknown, however, and
deserves further study.

Acknowledgments

The authors extend their thanks to Dick Sato (SCD Advanced Methods Section) and Tom
Engel (Senior Cray Site Analyst), who made this study possible by providing assistance for run-
ning jobs in a dedicated machine environment.

Tim Harris is a student assistant in the User Services Section of SCD; Michael Pernice is a programmer in
the Advanced Methods Section.

IBM Communications Controller Upgraded

by Bill Ragin

On August 25 the SCD staff turned off the IBM 3705 communications controller and replaced it
with an upgraded version: the IBM 3725 controller. The user interface to the IBM 3725 con-
troller is identical to that of the IBM 3705 controller except for a temporary restriction on the
baud rate for asynchronous protocol users. Because of a flow control problem, asynchronous
access via the IBM 3725 controller is currently limited to 1200 bits per second (bps). SCD is
currently evaluating equipment to manage the flow control and autobaud functions; if it per-
forms as expected, it will resolve the flow control problem and thus allow access rates of up to
9600 bps for local users and up to 2400 bps for Telenet users.

Access Instructions

If you are a local user, access the IBM 3725 controller by entering class 13725. If you are a
Telenet user, access the IBM 3725 controller by entering class TI3725.

Note: Class 13705 is now obsolete. If you try to enter class 13705. the PACX responds with a
message indicating that class is unavailable and then prompts you to enter a valid class.

UT200 Protocol Discontinued

Those users who were accessing NCAR controllers via the UT200 bisynchronous protocol on the
IBM 3705 controller have upgraded to more efficient protocols, such as the IBM 2780/3780 or
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IBM HASP protocols. Since the UT200 protocol can now be considered obsolete, SCD staff did
not implement it on the new IBM 3725 controller, and it is no longer available for use.

Bill Ragin is a communications specialist in the Distributed Computing Section of SCD.

Telenet Update

by Marla Meehl

This article is an update for Telenet users on the current status of the Telenet system and
plans for its enhancement. As you may know, the Telenet system was reconfigured this sum-
mer, which resulted in some data loss problems for NCAR Telenet users. In an attempt to
minimize such data losses, the baud rate on all lines was reduced to 1200 bits per second (bps).
This reduction slowed response time considerably. Some Telenet users also experienced block-
ing problems when trying to access the NCAR computers through Telenet. We are sorry about
the inconvenience that these problems have caused for our users.

However, SCD is taking a number of steps to remedy these problems. In mid-September, the
two 9600 bps lines that currently link NCAR to Telenet will be upgraded to 19200 bps lines.
This should result in smoother data flow and less congestion on the system.

During the same period, SCD will also be testing a protocol converter for the IBM 3725 com-
puter that provides line-mode and Simware support to Telenet users. This protocol converter
provides a flow control feature that should eliminate the data loss problems and an autobaud
detect feature that allows Telenet users to access NCAR computers at 1200 bps or 2400 bps
(depending on their modem speed and phone number availability).

Lastly, SCD has ordered upgrade kits for our Packet Assembly/Disassembly (PAD) computers
that will provide more access lines for Telenet users. These should be installed by late Sep-
tember. There will be more lines available for line mode and Simware access, full screen IBM
7171 access, and NCAR divisional computer access.

We hope that these changes will greatly improve the performance of the Telenet system.
Check the Daily Bulletin and The Record for news on any other changes; if you have comments
or questions, please contact Marla Meehl by calling (303) 497-1301 or sending electronic mail
TO MARLA on the IBM 4381 (IO) front-end computer.

Marla Meehl is a telecommunications specialist in the Distributed Computing Section of SCD.

New Version of FITPACK Software Library Available

by Richard Valent

FITPACK, a library of software for curve and surface fitting that employs splines under ten-
sion, has been available on NCAR's batch computers for approximately ten years. The author
of the software is Dr. Alan Cline, a mathematician and former employee of NCAR's Scientific
Computing Division who is now a professor in the Computer Science Department at the
University of Texas at Austin.

FITPACK fits mappings of M independent variables and N dependent variables, where valid
values of (A{N) are (1,1), (1,2), (1,3), (2,1), (3,1), and (2,3).
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Important Note: Unlike previous versions of FITPACK, the one described here is
proprietary. For information about installing the software on other computers, contact the
author at the address shown below in the "Manuals" section.

This article contains a brief description of the software features, instructions on how to access
and use the FITPACK source code on the NCAR CRAY computers, and a note on future plans
for the software. In addition, SCD has reprinted an overview by Cline that includes the entry
descriptions for the FITPACK software (see the Documentation Update column in this issue for
more information). However, the overview does not include argument descriptions; if you wish
to use the software, you need to obtain the manual (see below).

FITPACK Information

Manuals If you wish to use FITPACK, you should purchase a copy of the 350-page FIT-
PACK manual from Alan Cline for $30.00. Local NCAR users may use the
reference copy in the NCAR Consulting Office (Room 17 in the Mesa Labora-
tory).

To order the FITPACK manual or versions of the FITPACK software for
other computers, send mail to:

Alan Kaylor Cline
Pleasant Valley Software
8603 Altus Cove
Austin, TX 70759
USA

Features This version of FITPACK is compatible with the previous one, which means
that no user-level subroutines or functions have been deleted and calling
sequences have been preserved. Preliminary timings indicate that this new
version is generally faster. User-specifiable properties include periodicity,
monotonicity, and concavity for the interpolated curves. The surface-fitting
software includes several geometries, such as spheres and disks.

Usage To use the new binary library on the NCAR CRAY computers, you must
insert an ACCESS statement and specify LIB=FITPACK in the LDR or
SEGLDR statement in your CRAY Job Control Language (JCL). For exam-
ple:

ACCESS, DN=FITPACK, ID=XSLG.
SEGLDR, CMD='LIB=FITPACK', GO.

For more information on CRAY JCL, see the CRAY COS Version 1 Reference
Manual (SR-0011).
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Source If you need to access the FITPACK source code and documentation, you can
use the CRAY GETDOC and GETSRC JCL statements by adding the key-
word specifier VAR=LIBOO to the statements. The following example shows

the GETSRC and GETDOC statements to access the source code and docu-
mentation for subroutine CURV1 and function CURV2:

GETSRC, LIB=FITPACK,FILE=(CURV1:CUR :2), VAR=LIB00, L=TMP.
GETDOC, LIB=FITPACK, DOC=(CURV1:CURV2), VAR=LIBOO.

Also, you must declare the generic resource *MS (Mass Storage System) in
your CRAY job statement when accessing the applications source code.

GETDOC and GETSRC EXECs are also available on the IBM 4381 (IO)
front-end computer for the same purpose. For information on the CRAY and
IBM 4381 GETDOC and GETSRC commands, see the SCD UserDoc
"GETSRC, GETDOC, LOCATE, and AQPLMS: Source Code and Documen-
tation Retrieval on the CRAY Computers." To order it, call Mary Buck at
(303) 497-1432 or send electronic mail TO MARYB on the IBM 4381 (IO)
front-end computer.

Plans On November 18, 1987, the new version of FITPACK is scheduled for installa-
tion as the default version of the library. After November 18, you can obtain
the new version of the source and binary, and you will no longer need to
include the ACCESS statement or specify VAR=LIBOO in GETDOC and
GETSRC statements. Any changes to the schedule will be announced in the
SCD Daily Bulletin.

Questions If you have FITPACK questions or concerns, please contact Richard Valent at
(303) 497-1302.

Richard Valent is a Software Librarian in the User Services Section of SCD.
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Trouble/Design Report

July 1987

CRAY Report No. 159

The default FORTRAN compiler on the CRAY,CX computer (CFT 1.15 BF2)
generates bad code. (Note: This compiler is not available on the CRAY,C1
computer, so the problem is restricted to the CRAY X-MP).

PROGRAM FSPECT

C

C

C

PARAMETER (NIZ=7, NJZ=6, NSKIP=O)

NS=NSKIP+1
NIN=NIZ- 2*NSKIP
NJN=NJZ- 2*NSKIP
PRINT *,NS,NIN,NJN,NI,NJ

STOP
END

Comments:

Temporary

Solution:

Originator:

CFT 1.15 Bug Fix Level 2 (BF2), the default version of the compiler on the
CRAY,CX computer, generates bad code when a parameter is set to zero and is
subsequently used in a computation. In the example above, the variables NIN
and NJN are not assigned values of 7 and 6 respectively, as they should be.
Instead, they are assigned very large negative values.

If you wish to use the default compiler, specify OPT=ZEROINC in your CFT
statement. Otherwise, use CFT 1.15 Bug Fix Level 1 by including the following
ACCESS statement in your Job Control Language before the CFT statement:

ACCESS,DN=CFT,ID=V115BF1P.

Ron Errico (AAP); SCD Consultant: Tim Harris.
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Documentation Update

SCD Documentation

The following documentation is now available:

FITPACK: A Software Package for Curve and Surface Fitting Employing Splines
Under Tension
Version 1.0, September 1987

This UserDoc, part of SCD's Applications Software Series, contains a preface by SCD Software
Librarian Richard Valent and an overview of the FITPACK software by the author, Dr. Alan
Cline. The preface includes a brief description of the software features, instructions on how to
access and use the FITPACK source code on the NCAR CRAY computers, and a note on
SCD's software installation plans. The overview, which is reprinted for the benefit of NCAR
computer users, includes entry descriptions (but not argument descriptions).

An Introduction to Using SAS on NCAR's IBM 4381 Computer
Version 2.0, September 1987

This UserDoc by Ginger Caldwell is also part of the Applications Software Series and replaces
the previous version: "An Introduction to Using SAS on the IBM 4341 Computers," (not num-
bered, dated February 1986).

The document describes how to use the Statistical Analysis System (SAS), a statistical analysis
and data reporting package, on the IBM 4381 (IO) front-end computer under the Conversa-
tional Monitor System (CMS) Operating System. The document also contains reviews of
selected SAS manuals, ordering information for manuals, and a sample SAS program.

To order SCD documentation, send electronic mail TO MARYB on the IBM 4381 (IO) front-
end computer, or call Mary Buck at (303) 497-1232. Allow two weeks for delivery. Users at
the Mesa Laboratory can obtain SCD documentation from the SCD Consulting Office (Room
17, first basement).

Minutes of the SCD Users Group Meeting

August 31, 1987

Report from the SCD Director - Bill Buzbee

Buzbee reported that the NCAR NSFnet proposal has been submitted and that he feels it is a
strong contender for that project.

TCP/IP Gateway Software Design

Buzbee began with some background information on the TCP/IP Gateway. A TCP/IP Gate-
way has long been planned for use with NCAR's University Satellite Network (USAN). An
NCAR study completed last spring recommended that a similar gateway be made available for
service to NCAR divisions. During the summer, SCD personnel produced two proposals for
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associated software: the Irwin proposal developed by the Systems Section, and the Bassett
proposal developed by the new Distributed Computing Section. Both proposals were presented
to users for review and Buzbee thanked the participating users for their comments.

There was a clear consensus among local users that the Irwin proposal best fit their needs.
The users also recommended that the development of this proposal be coordinated with
development and enhancement of NCAR-wide electronic mail, support utilities, documentation,
and consulting. SCD will proceed with development of the Irwin proposal, unification of elec-
tronic mail, and provision of documentation and consulting for the Irwin proposal. However,
these elements will not be available this calendar year. In the meantime, the VAX 11/750
computer running the VMS operating system will remain in place to act as a gateway through
the end of FY 88.

Buzbee expressed several concerns about implementing the Irwin proposal at remote sites.
Such a strategy would require software installation at remote sites and assistance from sys-
tems managers at those sites. In addition, it would present some security problems at NCAR.
For the short term, SCD will implement the Bassett proposal on the USAN Gateway. If a
remote site (outside Boulder County) wants to use the Irwin software and is willing to work
closely with SCD, then the request will be considered.

Questions

Greg Woods (HAO) - After the USAN Gateway machine was ordered and the NCAR Gate-
way machine was proposed, it was believed that the two gateways could be backups for each
other. However, two different software packages are being used. If the USAN Gateway goes
down, does that mean all the USAN users are cut off or will it be a simple matter to use the
other gateway?

Basil Irwin (SCD) - There is nothing to prevent both software packages from running on
either machine. However, separate sets of users could only get to one separate piece of
software depending on how the access tables are set up.

Carl Mohr (CGD) Is there a subset of the Irwin software which might provide the same
functionality as the Bassett proposal, thereby leaving open an upgrade path at a later date?

Irwin Not really.

MMM's View of Future Directions in Divisional Computing - Pat Waukau

Pat Waukau showed the results of research done by an AAP committee that was formed to
look at various computing options available to the division. Note: The Atmospheric Analysis
and Prediction Division (AAP) and the Convective Storms Division (CSD) have been reorganized
into the Climate and Global Dynamics Division (CGD) and the Microscale and Mesoscale
Meteorology Division (MMM). The methodology chosen by this committee had three parts. A
survey was distributed to all users in the division. There were several meetings with vendors
to see the direction they are taking. Finally, there was research done to gather various infor-
mation about computing.

The survey itself had three parts. The first part covered user preference and experience with
VMS and UNIX. The second part covered the computing power users felt they needed in the
division. The last part covered what users are actually using the computer for.
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The results of the survey showed: 50% of the users have no preference for operating systems,
31% favor VMS, and 19% prefer UNIX. Sixty-four percent of the users are willing to switch to
UNIX from VMS, and 19% are opposed. Most favor a mixed environment.

Computing needs in order of priority are workstations in a common area, upgrading the power
of the mainframe, and then various combinations of PCs and workstations for offices and home
use. PCs are the most popular computing resource. Word processing is the dominant use fol-
lowed by graphics display, job submission to the CRAY computers, data analysis and
computation-intensive processing. Suggested future enhancements to the system are, in order
of priority, graphics hardware and software, network connections, and increased mainframe
capacity, followed by additional support for all of this machinery and additional power in the
offices. Regarding word processing, people want the capability of providing graphics in their
TEX documents.

The committee presented five options to management based on the level of support that the
division would have to commit to. Each of these options was evaluated by the following cri-
teria: functionality, connectivity, environment commonality, conversion, support and cost.
The committee also presented an extensive cost analysis for each of the options.

Next the committee evaluated the advantages and disadvantages of both VMS and UNIX
operating systems. They also looked at word processing, programming support, continuing edu-
cation for programmers, machine interconnectivity, and networking for the NCAR Local Net-
work. The findings of the committee are presented in a draft report called "Future Directions
in Divisional Computing," which can be obtained from either Pat Waukau, Liz Coolbaugh or
Linda Bath.

Conclusions - MMM

As a result of this study, MMM decided that more CPU power was needed. They have since
purchased a VAX 8530 computer, which runs at 4 mips, and a VAX 8550 computer, which runs
at 6 mips. They have also acquired two MicroVAX computers by trading in the VAX 11/780
that belonged to AAP's Mesoscale Research Section. These will later be converted into graph-
ics workstations. All of the divisional CPUs are connected by DECnet and they are considering
converting to a local-area VAX Cluster, which is DEC's low-end cluster system. Regarding
networking to the CRAY computers, the VAX 11/750 that belonged to CSD has been moved to
SCD where it is being used as a VMS Gateway. The ability to move larger amounts of data at
a faster rate is needed and MMM hopes to have a T1 link (a bandwidth of 1.56 megabits per
second) in the very near future. MMM would also like the support of an SCD Gateway. The
division plans to acquire a TCP/IP link as soon as it is available. MMM has made a commit-
ment to VMS at this time and should be able to coexist in the UNIX environment later on.
TEX will continue to be the word processing software package. The administrative staff does
not have access to a computer that is networked to the mainframe.

Ray Bovet (HAO) - Were specific kinds of graphics software requested?

Waukau - No, just more interactive types of software.

Recommendations for Directions in CGD Computing - Liz Coolbaugh

Liz Coolbaugh (CGD) related the recommendations made to CGD and their implementations
as follows.
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The CGD Division should install a thin-wire Ethernet network throughout the offices of the
division. This has not yet been done because the SCD technical staff has some reservations
about the current thin-wire technology.

The CGD Division should encourage SCD to maintain the MRS VAX 11/785 as a VMS Gate-
way to the NCAR Local Network.

CGD's future computer equipment purchases should be subject to review by the divisional
Computing Committee to ensure integration into the division's computing system plans.

CGD should plan to move to an all-UNIX environment over a two- to five-year period.
Because of costs, the division has made efforts to alter the computers now running VMS or to
immediately convert to UNIX. However, it was agreed that any new equipment should use
UNIX and people using VMS can change over at their own pace.

UNIX training for all staff should be provided through on-site professional training courses as
the move to UNIX progresses. Starting in October, there will be a series of four different
classes: an introduction to UNIX, the programming environment in UNIX, an introduction to
the Sun workstation, and a system administration course. Carol Meier from CU's Continuing
Education Department and another person who specializes in system administration will teach
the courses, which will be tailored to NCAR's environment.

Administrative staff should remain on the VAX computers until UNIX word processing works-
tations can be purchased. The IBM PC ATs have proven to be too slow for running TEX on
large documents. Workstations have not been purchased at this time.

CGD should provide continuing education for its programming staff. A class on software
engineering was held earlier this summer.

CGD should make a firm commitment to providing the level of graphics and data analysis
functionality originally envisioned for the divisional system. Future purchases should reflect
that goal. CGD has purchased a Sun 3/280 workstation with a high-resolution color monitor
that serves as a disk-server. Two Sun 3/110C workstations with color graphics monitors were
also purchased. These arrived four weeks ago and are not currently open to users. All three
workstations share one 575 megabyte disk drive.

If sufficient funding becomes available, CGD should seriously investigate the acquisition of
equipment that allows users to debug their programs before running them on the CRAY com-
puters.

Any hardware or software purchases should have matching support.

Questions

Tom Mayer (CGD)- I am concerned about replicating the functions of a CRAY computer
and doing checkout runs on a VAX. The staff support could consume a large amount of money
and may mean doubling the current staff.

Coolbaugh - One reason for wanting a separate debugging capability is when a full run on the
CRAY computers is expensive enough to justify it. Then it would be desirable to reserve the
CRAY for the actual production run. An example is the Community Climate Model.
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Bovet - If a job is too costly to debug on the CRAY, it will probably be too big to debug on a
local machine.

Coolbaugh -We're thinking in terms of superminis that run about one-quarter the speed of
the CRAY.

Report on Direct NLN Access to the Mass Storage System - Marc Nelson

Nelson reported on his work to make the Mass Storage System (MSS) directly accessible via
the NCAR Local Network. He has devised two UNIX commands: "toms (filename)" ships a
file to the MSS, and "fromms (filename)" retrieves a file and puts it in the user's root directory.
With toms or other interfaces via the network a user can specify a comment (CMNT), filename
(FLNM), medium (MVN), retention period (RTPD), user name (USER), read password (R), and
write password (W). All of these parameters will be part of a friendly user interface. Parame-
ters that may cause problems for users (not specific to the MSS) are the dataset format (DF) in
either binary (BI) or character (CH) format, and the maximum dataset size (MDS). Depending
on the front-end machine, the BI value can be a problem.

After a healthy (and helpful) discussion, it was decided to form a committee of users and SCD
personnel to explore the options that are needed versus the options that are feasible.

Future Agenda

Carol Fey Chatfield (ADM), offered to give a talk on the NCAR On-Line Library Access
(NOLA) system, which will be available next month.

Greg Woods (HAO) offered to give a talk on electronic mail and the new internetwork mailer.

Summary of Daily Bulletin Items

CRAY Computers

NEW JOB QUEUE MANAGER FOR THE CRAY,CX COMPUTER
Last week the SCD Systems Section installed a new version of the Job Queue Manager on the
CRAY,CX computer. When a job includes a request for SSD file space, the system checks the
amount of SSD available before moving the job into an execution slot. The job remains queued
until the requested allocation is available. This change prevents a large SSD job from holding
a job slot and blocking smaller or non-SSD jobs from moving out of the queues into execution.
(August 25)

PERFORMANCE MONITOR ON THE CRAY,CX WILL BE UNAVAILABLE - AUGUST 27-31
Reminder that the hardware performance monitor on the CRAY,CX will be used for gathering
global statistics for the NCAR job mix from Thursday, August 27 at 08:00 (MDT) until Mon-
day, August 31 at 08:00 (MDT). The performance monitor will not be available to user jobs.
Jobs which attempt to use the performance monitor (e.g., through the PERFMON utility) will
be aborted. Please see the August issue of The RECORD for more details. (August 29)
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TESTING PLANNED ON CRAY,CX COMPUTER - SEPTEMBER 3 TO OCTOBER 8
In response to recommendations by NCAR management, SCD is conducting a series of tests on
the CRAY,CX computer to improve turnaround time for large modeling runs (100 CPU hours
or more). The tests, which involve the use of the MP2 (mono-processing production) class and
priority changes in other classes, will be conducted at night and during low-activity periods
such as the upcoming Labor Day holiday weekend.

Throughput for small jobs run at night on the CRAY,CX computer may be slowed during these
test periods, which will occur from September 3 through October 8. If you want faster tur-
naround for your small jobs, you should run them on the CRAY,C1 computer, which is provid-
ing rapid throughput. (September 3)

Data Communications & Networking

TCP/IP EXTERNAL CONNECTIONS DOWN - AUGUST 22 - 23
All external connections to NCAR on the TCP/IP network were down from Saturday, August
22 through Sunday, August 23. TCP/IP network traffic between external sites and NCAR is
routed through a Proteon P4200 Router. When this device restarts, it loads its software over
the network from a designated machine. During the past weekend, the Proteon Router was
unable to reload its software because the access path from the designated machine had gone
down; because of various problems, all external connections remained down until Sunday morn-
ing. The SCD Distributing Computing Staff is working to prevent any such occurrences in the
future. (August 26)

Miscellaneous

XEROX 4050 LASER PRINTER BANNER AND TRAILER PAGES HAVE BEEN CHANGED
The Xerox 4050 laser printer's banner and trailer pages have been changed. They now identify
the file name, file type, and jobs to be mailed. (September 14)
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Computer Resources Allocated in August 1987

GAU
SCIENTIST PROJECT TITLE

Request Alloc.

Hsiao-ming Hsu
Woods Hole Oceanographic

Institution

Carlos R. Mechoso
Akio Arakawa
U.C.L.A.

Jean L. Bell
Colorado School of Mines

William P. Winn
New Mexico Institute of

Mining & Technology

Tsing-Chang Chen
Iowa State University

Yochanan Kushnir
University of Washington

Carl Wunsch
M.I.T.

Douglas B. Boudra
University of Miami

(OCE)

(OCE)

Performance analysis of parallel
computing of an ocean model on
an X-MP

Numerical simulation of the
global atmosphere

TCL and multitasking of
scientific programs

Thunderstorm Doppler analysis
- New Mexico Tech

Intraseasonal oscillation in the
tropics

FORTRAN programming on CDC,
CRAY-1, DEC and Prime computers:
intermonthly teleconnections

Ocean circulation inverse
modeling

Numerical modeling of low
frequency fluctuations in
the Florida Current

15.0

40.0

5.0

40.0

30.0

8.0

50.0

40.0

15.0

40.0

5.0

40.0

30.0

8.0

50.0

40.0
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Computer Resources Allocated in August 1987 (cont.)

GAU
SCIENTIST PROJECT TITLE

Request Alloc.

Scott R. Fulton Development of limited-area 30.0 30.0
Clarkson University spectral models

* Michael E. Schlesinger CO2-induced climatic change 149.0 149.0
Oregon State University

* Albert J. Semtner, Jr. (OCE) Interannual variability of 200.0 200.0
Naval Postgraduate School the tropical Pacific Ocean

(OCE) These allocations were made from the 10% of SCD's computing resources ear-
marked for University Oceanography.

* These requests were reviewed by the Scientific Computing Division Advisory Panel
on April 6-7, 1987.

Note: A request may be supported at a lower level than requested because:

a. It exceeds the 50 GAU limit (roughly equivalent to 25 CPU hours in the Foreground 2
class) above which Panel review is required; or

b. Reviewers consider the amount of time requested to be excessive.
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